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Trumeter Technologies Ltd Moves to Larger Premises
Trumeter Technologies Ltd, the world renowned designer of innovative measurement and automotive lighting products,
has today moved to larger, purpose designed premises in Bury, UK.
Trumeter designs and manufactures electronic lighting systems for automotive and other applications as well as a
diverse range of measuring, counting and control equipment for multiple applications. Both interior and exterior lighting
products designed and manufactured by Trumeter have been specified on the Jaguar XF since 2007, and are now
specified on cars built by Range Rover, Land Rover, Ford, Audi, Aston Martin and Daimler Evobus. With the fast pace of
growth in this sector in particular, Trumeter has quickly out-grown its present offices in Bury.
Trumeter invented the world‟s first measuring wheel back in the 1950s, a product used by both public and professionals
the world over. Trumeter‟s products still include the famous yellow and black measuring wheel and include the world‟s
first electronic version invented some decades later. The Trumeter commitment to innovation and continuous
improvement continues to be very strong today, with a thriving business in counters and timers, and a product range
available to measure and control just about anything – cable, rope, amps, volts, temperature, wallpaper, carpet,
distance you name it, Trumeter has a suitable product .
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The new self-contained and modern facility, named „Trumeter House‟, has over 700m of offices, laboratories, test areas
and a new Pilot line / Prototype development zone. In addition, the newly established distribution centre is co-located at
the facility, and this will enable Trumeter‟s Distributors and Customers to enjoy a next day service in Europe across
much of the Trumeter Product Range.
The spacious facility has been completely re-fitted to Trumeter‟s specification. Over the last 2 years Trumeter has
developed a great relationship with the Landlord, City Executive Centres (CEC), and this move confirms that for the next
5 years. As well as the office in Bury, CEC have offices in Harrogate, Liverpool and Newcastle and across the country.
John Smith, Trumeter Chief Executive commented “The CEC team are a pleasure to work with and did a fantastic job to
manage the extensive refit under great time pressure”.
John continued: “Trumeter has been based in the North West for 75 years, and this move sets us up well for many more
years to come. The move has brought all our head office functions together in one collaborative office suite. Importantly
also, since all the product engineering and design is done here in Bury, it will provide the space and resources for the
highly skilled engineering team to work on multiple projects simultaneously, and enable the growth in product
development and commercial resources anticipated and required over the next few years to be accommodated
effectively.
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Opening Ceremony

Pictured at the ribbon cutting ceremony from left to right are Mr. John Smith, Chief Executive, Mr. Ivan Lewis MP, Mr.
Peter Weidenbaum OBE, Former Chairman of the Trumeter and Mrs Yvonne Cresswell, Mayor of Bury.
Pictured with the Range Rover Evoque that uses a Trumeter designed and manufactured interior lighting system, are,
from left to right, John Smith, Peter Weidenbaum and Jeremy Carr from Energize Capital (Picture courtesy of
Manchester Evening News)
Also present at the opening ceremony and lunch were customers, shareholders and VIP guests who were treated to a
tour of the new facility and an introduction to many of the technologies and products that are making Trumeter such a
success story. Demonstrations included RGB user-controllable coloured lighting, truSense®, TouchSense® and
ApproachSense® technologies for automotive interior lighting, as well as a number of low power and other innovative
electronic technologies and design ideas.
ABOUT TRUMETER
Trumeter (www.trumeter.com ) is a global designer, manufacturer and distributor of sophisticated measurement
instruments and automotive and commercial lighting systems, particularly LED applications. Through continuous
improvement, working with integrity and in true partnership with customers and suppliers, Trumeter delivers innovative
products of a world class quality and design. Trumeter has operated from a UK headquarters near Manchester since
1937, in USA since 1938 and in Malaysia since 2003. In 2010, Trumeter‟s growth accelerated following investment
arranged by Warrington based Energize Capital, such that today, Trumeter has sales in more than 30 countries through
a network of Sales Executives, Distributor Partners and strategically located operations.
For further information, contact Trumeter Technologies Ltd on 0161 705 4318, or e-mail YvonneM@Trumeter.com.
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